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Some Stylized Facts
Jimmy McInnes

             it is a [known] [known]

             that in this [unknown]

             the [unknown] is bound

             securely to an inclined [unknown]

             approximately four [unknowns]

             by seven [unknowns]

             it is a [known] [known]

             that the [unknown]’s [unknowns]

             are generally elevated

             it is a [known] [known]

             that an [unknown] is placed over

             the [unknown] & the [unknowns]
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             it is a [known] [known]

             that once the [unknown] is saturated 

             & completely covers

             the [unknown] & [unknowns]

             [unknown] is slightly restricted

             for twenty to forty [unknowns] due

             to the presence of the [unknown]

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that [unknown] causes an increase in 

             carbon dioxide [unknowns]

             in the [unknown]’s [unknown]

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that [unknown] increase in 

             carbon dioxide [unknowns] 

             stimulates increased [unknown]

             to [unknown]
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             it is a [known] [known] 

             that [unknown] is then 

             applied to the [unknown] 

             in a controlled [unknown]

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that [unknown] is usually 

             applied from a canteen [unknown] 

             or a small watering [unknown] 

             with an [unknown]

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that as [unknown] is done 

             [unknown] is lowered until [unknown] covers 

             both the [unknown] & the [unknown]
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             it is a [known] [known] 

             that this [unknown] 

             (in addition to [unknown]) 

             produces the perception of [unknown] 

             & incipient [unknown] 

             (i.e. feelings of [unknown])

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that [unknown] 

             does not breathe any [unknown] 

             into his [unknowns]

             it is a [known] [known]

             that during those twenty to forty [unknowns]

             [unknown] is continuously applied from an [unknown]

             of twelve to twenty-four [unknowns]
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             it is a [known] [known] 

             that after [unknown]

             [unknown] is lifted

             & [unknown] allowed to [unknown] unimpeded

             for three or four full [unknown]s

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that the [unknown] of [unknown]

             is immediately relieved by

             the removal of [unknown]

             it is a [known] [known] 

             that [unknown]

             may then be repeated

             as felt needed by [unknown]




